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Stunning Audrey Hepburn worn Givenchy dress to go under the hammer (24)
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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This stunning Givenchy dress worn by Audrey Hepburn in movie Love in the Afternoon is set to go under the hammer.   The white point d'esprit haute couture ballgown will be part of Kerry Taylor Auctions' 'Passion for Fashion' sale in London on December 7.  The film-worn piece is expected to fetch up to ?L50,000 GBP.   Hepburn wore it as Ariane in the Opera Scene of the 1957 romantic comedy, which also starred Gary Cooper and Maurice Chevalier, directed by Billy Wilder.   The lot description reads: "The picture-perfect gown is the very epitome of Audrey - the fitted, strapless bodice is delicately embroidered and spangled with sequins, the 20.5in waist accentuated by a perfect sky-blue satin bow, atop layer upon layer of silk point d?esprit, forming a ballgown skirt. It is a dress of dreams - Hollywood dreams, to be exact. Made during the period which fashion historians refer to as ?the golden age of couture?, it oozes an elegant glamour and romance at its height."  Hepburn, who died in 1993 at the age of 63, gifted this particular gown to her childhood friend Tanja Star-Busmann in 1958.  A spokesperson for Kerry Taylor Auctions said: "Whenever commissioning gowns from Hubert de Givenchy, Audrey always requested that he made extra-large seam returns so that she could pass the dresses on to others, who could then alter them to wear."  Alterations that were made to the dress later in life have been "expertly and painstakingly reversed".  The listing reads: "The dress is now returned to its original ?Audrey? size and shape."  Credit Kerry Taylor Auctions / MEGA.  25 Nov 2021  Pictured: White point d'esprit haute couture ballgown designed by Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn to be auctioned.  Photo credit: Kerry Taylor Auctions/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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